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Warning!
This information is NOT to be taken seriously.
Breaking and entering can get you in some serious trouble. 
Not all ideas have been tested.

Section 1. What you need to know before you begin.

          Lets get started. Breaking into a physical compound can be compared to
a virtual compound. You wouldn't blindly "crack" a computer system would 
you? No of course not. (Unless you are an idiot) You need to snoop around 
the area for a little while, finding the front entrance, as well as holes and 
backdoors.

What you will need:
 -Dark Clothes
 -Wire cutters
 -A background on picking locks
 -A lock pick
 -Flashlight
 -Back pack (not your sister's pink one) to carry all your stuff

1. Find your target.

2. Scope the area. Don't just look it over, give it a hefty look around. Go 
there and snoop around in both day and night. See who works there. Pay 
attention to people-traffic that moves through your selected area.

3. Look for obvious flaws in the fence security. Such as holes that let you 
easily enter the compound near trees that line the fence.

4. Look for an escape route. If the cops come you don't want to go out the 
same way you came.

Ardent and I will be discussing different techniques for breaking in:

          The whole idea for the this text came from when we where snooping 
around a local Pacific Bell compound. It was your basic chain-link fence with 
barbed wire. We where sickened by how easily we could enter and leave.



Section 2: Bypassing simple chain link fences with barbed wire:

          Okay great, you found your target. Follow the rules listed above.
Sometimes someone may leave a big wooden box or something else of that 
nature. 
If you can use it great. Climb on it and test it out see if it will hold your 
weight. If yes, great.
Look for a nearby tree. (You may want to bring along a pair of gloves so you 
don't hurt your hands) Most of the time when there is a tree that usually 
means when they built the fence, the tree was small. Look for a branch that 
overhangs the fence or allows the ladder method to gain access into the 
fence.

          Look for the obvious flaws in the fence's construction: A bar on the 
outside, (Bars are usually on the inside) broken barb wire, holes in the fence, 
neighboring property that has no barb wire on their fences.

          Get a bike chain and lock find a place on the fence where the barb wire 
is looser then in other areas. Pull down on the barb wire (with gloves of 
course, unless you're a big man) and put the chain around it so it will be put 
it in a permanent pulled-down position. Now climb up the fence and you will 
"less" hurt. There are other things you could use but this was the best thing, 
or at least that is what we thought.

          Is the fence on a bank? (A sloped area of ground) The fence may not be 
tied down. If it is not tied and you are skinny enough to crawl under try to, or
you could roll the fence up. If it is tied down then get out those wire cutters 
and snip away at the anchors. Then proceed to roll the fence up and enter 
then compound.

          Is there a light post or telephone pole? If you are a good climber, this 
may be a good way for you to break in. Make sure that the pole is close by 
the fence. Use the bike lock technique with this one so you can step on the 
chain and jump down.
 
          By the way, trees are like poles except they can hang down over the 
compound and are easier to climb.

Section 3: Oh my, two fences, what ever shall I do?

          Two fences is pretty easy, because the first fence is usually just to deter 
you from breaking in, and can slow you down.



        Now where I live, there is a storage place. There were two fences, but the
first one was no big deal because it was short and had holes in it etc. It was a
shabby fence, the area in the middle was wide and open. The second was 
high and would be hard to get over, but I'm not going to discuss how to get 
over the second. Mainly, because I talked about getting over fences like that 
in the first section.

          Now here is where you'll need the dark clothes, and I recommend you 
break in at night, or in the day depending on how big your balls are.

        Now the first fence is just a fence and should be bypassed with the 
manner above.

So what happens at this place? Keyword: Observation!

Snooping will always help you:

 Does a cop drop a visit to the area often, if so at what times?
 Is there a security guard? Can you take him down?
 Are there objects that conceal you under the shadow of the night?
 What kind of lights are around the compound?

Cops - DON'T RUN!!! That will only get you in more trouble. Cops are fast and
they have cars, guns, and lots of friends. So avoid these dudes at all costs.

Security guards - Wannabe pigs. Since they don't have what it takes to 
become a cop, they will usually be fat and stupid, not to mention slow as can
be. Can you beat down on them? Well, I wouldn't try, but I'm not you. Since 
they ARE security guards they will have no friends.

Big objects - These are God-sends. Ever watch American Gladiators? Well, 
use the objects to sneak up on the fence. Plus you can hide behind them if 
you get nervous.

Lights - Stay away! These will only make it harder on yourself. You will be 
much easier see. Also, check for motion sensor lights.

Scaling the fence or wall - Always helps to avoid detection.

Animals - Look out for skunks and other urban friends.

Section 4: Yeah! The last section.

Information on lock picking:



http://www.lysator.liu.se/mit-guide/mit-guide.html

I would be careful when going over the "circle" type of barb wire. You know, 
the high security stuff. Real nasty, I read in Lex Luthor's great text on 
bypassing fence security to lay a sheet of leather over it, and that sounded 
like a good idea.

Well, this wasn't too in-depth, but maybe it gave you some good ideas. If you
think of anymore ideas on how to bypass fence security please send it to me.

Well thanks for your time.

Rockone and Ardent


